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Project Description & Problem

- News Stories
- Big Picture
Figure 1. The PICTOR quote browser, with labels marking regions of the interface. Nodes represent quotations; they are laid out horizontally over time, and related quotes are connected to form threads.
Visualizing Text Using Implicit Surfaces (GWU & UMaryland)

Figure 5: Blobby text document (“Web-based Information Visualization”)

Figure 8: Clustered documents (blobby clusters)

Figure 9: Clustered documents (blobby clusters or concept shapes)
Problems

● Changing Dates
● Subway Lines Problem
● Lack of Progression of Story
Highlight Relevant Thread
Change Date Range
Word Cloud on Node Hover
Word Cloud Progression
Our Questions

- How do we solve the problem of long article titles? How would you identify an article.
- What do you think of the subway line?
- Other opinions.